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BRIEF: A CONSERVATIVE PERSPECTIVE ON APPLE, INC.
Executive Summary
Purpose: The purpose of this brief is to connect the dots in Apple’s behavior under Tim Cook, in order to
raise awareness in conservative circles, and to build a case that Apple, left to its own devices, and willing
to conspire with forces unfriendly to the United States, or opportunists inside this country who are willing
to violate our constitution, especially as it relates to our 1st Amendment rights, if it is advantageous to their hold on power,
have become our global digital masters, and who pose a growing and dangerous threat to our freedoms in the United States. I will deliver this
document to Republican representatives who I respect and trust, and who I believe will consider reading its contents: Congressmen Devin Nunes
(California), Jim Jordan (Ohio), Matt Gaetz (Florida) and Josh Howley (Missouri).
Political Ideology: Under Steve Jobs (1976-2011), the Apple culture would be considered centrist liberal. Over time, and under the leadership of Tim
Cook (2011-present), Apple turned more leftward by adopting the progressive platform.
Activism: While Jobs only casually promoted social causes, Cook chose the path to activism. Cook believes that Apple’s mission goes beyond
commercial products and crosses into the sphere of social justice.
Political Alignments: In 2016, Apple’s political donations (through affiliates) topped $682,000 for Hillary Clinton, followed by Bernie Sanders
($130,000). This distribution aligned Apple to centrist liberal Democrats. In 2020, Apple’s top three political donations went to Bernie Sanders
($398K), Elizabeth Warren ($194K) and Joe Biden ($176K), exposing a significant leftward, progressive tilt inside Apple. Note: no political donations
were given to the political campaign of Donald Trump in either 2016 or 2020.
Scope of Influence: The worldwide mobile (Smartphones) market share is 50.88% of digital devices that connect to the internet (mobile, desktop,
tablet). The mobile segment continues to grow and dominate internet traffic. Within the mobile market, two companies, Apple (iOS) and Google
(Android) control 98% (a duopoly) of the operating systems (O/S) on these devices. The O/S determines which applications are permitted to be
downloaded and utilized on the mobile platform. While Android dominates the world market, with 74.6% of all mobile devices running on it,
translating to an installed base of 2.7B phones, Apple iOS is still a healthy number two, with 24.82% of all mobile devices using iOS (installed base
of 900M). More importantly, when looking specifically at the US market, Apple holds the number one rank (58.78%) of Smartphones O/S
installations (170M phones), with Google Android on 41.03% (119M phones), meaning that 52% of the US population is currently using an iPhone.
In short, Apple has significant overlord control over what close to two-thirds of all US Smartphone users see, hear and say over the internet.
Why Target Apple? Apple (and Google) poses one of the greatest threats to conservative free speech in the entire world. What makes Apple unique
is that it not only controls the crucial operating system on nearly 1B active iPhones (and almost two-thirds of US phones), but the company is also
in the apps business, creating two tiers of censorship: one (iOS) for denying, de-platforming or harassing conservative app developers and another
(Apple News, Apple Podcasts, etc.) for projecting Apple’s cultural values (while censoring antagonists). Such behaviors are blatant violations of section
230 of the Communications Decency Act –regulations to ensure free speech on internet platforms. To understand the sheer power at Apple’s
fingertips, the iOS version of the Twitter app wouldn’t be available to iPhone or iPad users without Apple’s express permission—900M iPhones
suddenly without the screen-optimized version of the Twitter app at the touch of a button. In theory, and quite alarmingly, Apple could privately
demand that Twitter adhere to a more unofficial and draconian set of censorship rules that go beyond the App Store’s general use terms in order
to limit speech unfavorable to Apple’s own social justice causes, or face de-platforming, and to promote speech that is. In this way, Apple has the
capacity to blackmail app developers, including Twitter and Facebook, if they choose to do so. Thus, the O/S gatekeepers (Apple and Google) can
exert their will onto every single social media platform on every single mobile device in the world—the two-headed Hydra of the digital world.
Business Model Dichotomy: trying to save humanity (social activism) while simultaneously trying to increase Q2Q targets (revenue growth) are
conflicting goals that work in a constant tug-of-war with one another. Steve Jobs achieved both through product
innovation that kept a steady stream of new, premium-priced products in the demand pipeline. Jobs did not have to
sacrifice on moral principles and was beholden to no one. Tim Cook lacked the product visions of Steve Jobs and had to rely on sales volume and
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cost reduction to advance Apple growth. Cook made numerous sacrifices on moral principles, in contradiction to Apple core values and Cook’s own
social justice causes, as Apple became beholden to China for manufacturing and access to a vast population of consumers.
Moral Sacrifices: Behind the Apple brand that screams out for social justice, human dignity and helping each other, there lurks a nefarious, inhuman
double-standard, oftentimes, called upon at the behest of the Chinese Communist Party, which Apple must closet from
public view. As a friend of the Democrat community and, by default, the mainstream media, news coverage of Apple’s
misdeeds often receives scan airtime: banning private networks (VPN’s) to the detriment of oppressed Chinese citizens
(China), sanctioning labor law violations and sub-standard working conditions leading to mass suicides, child labor and
forced labor (China), obstructing US Justice Department investigations of domestic terrorists (Homeland Security) / lying to Justice Department,
enabling CCP to perform security checks through iPhone backdoor to spy on citizens (China), and outsourcing American jobs to China, to name a
few of the more egregious examples. Clearly, Apple has demonstrated willing participation in violating human rights, privacy rights and suppression
(censorship) of voices whenever it advances the dual goals of its dichotomous business model. In short, Apple has demonstrated repeatedly that it is
willing to work with a government (China) to cause harm to its citizens, which bodes poorly for conservative speech on Apple platforms in the US.
Complicity in the Cancel Culture Movement: While Steve Jobs was part of the hippie culture and the Free Speech Movement, neither do Progressives
expect counter-viewpoints to be shut down and silenced--they simply demand it. By joining the Progressive side, Apple has
become a card-carrying member of the “woke” Democrats, where purging what they view as contrary to their twisted
interpretations of phantom abuses to human dignity is a core value. When it was time to “put Apple’s money where Tim
Cook’s mouth is” during the 2020 political donation season, Andrew Yang, the only Democratic presidential candidate who openly denounced cancel
culture, received a paltry $59,255, or 10% of the combined amount ($591,552) received by Apple’s #1 and #2 choices for President, the ultraprogressives, Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, who have never denounced it. As evidence of Apple’s support and participation of cancel culture
principles, this brief includes numerous examples of Apple censorship of conservative content and favorability to progressive causes on its platforms.
Who Protects Apple’s Flank? Which political party best aligns to the goals established under Apple’s dichotomous business model (volume growth &
cost control versus social justice causes)? Who can Apple rely on for political protection when its interests are threatened? We have
already seen Apple’s lopsided political donations favoring Progressive candidates in the Democrat Party. Why have they chosen to
align this way? The symbiotic relationship between the Democrats and Apple greatly benefits each entity. Apple acts as an activist
that supports progressive causes dear to the Democrats, contributes to Democratic campaigns and causes, and manages internet
traffic and censorship of anti-progressive voices on the 170M US Smartphones supporting the iOS platform, while the Democrats ensure that antiChina propaganda is contained through their mainstream media arm, and Congress delays or blocks legislation unfavorable to China.
Globalism: The Rise of Authoritarianism: For globalists inside the Democratic Party, “big tech” corporations have become a veritable gold mine of
potential voter manipulation and centralized control--politically-biased, activist in nature, and duopolistic. Apple and Google have
the capacity to reach, message and coordinate diverse populations within nations and across continents, with universal propaganda
over the internet. Information is becoming more centralized, controlled and managed by fewer players, who also gather personal information on
every single one of its users via the operating systems and the applications that run on them. Using algorithms, machine learning and artificial
intelligence, the slicing and dicing of behavioral prediction models (“big data”) grow more sophisticated each day. Such a treasure trove of voter
profiles, along with the capacity to develop tools to manage and manipulate our political choices by pandering to our emotions, wants and desires,
is why powerful political entities will do anything to gain access to big tech. Apple simply takes orders from those from whom they benefit most.
Recommendations Moving Forward: In this section, I list a few recommendations for Congress to consider in the case of a Republican takeover in
November, 2020. Headlining the list: break apart the Apple-Google duopoly through anti-trust litigation; allow 3rd-party O/S providers access rights
to Apple design specifications and programming descriptions sufficient to produce compatible O/S software packages on all iOS devices; grant Apple
licenses to 3rd-party O/S providers to install software onto Apple mobile devices to add diversity, limit content bias and promote competition.
1984 Redux: The brief concludes with parallels to George Orwell’s novel, 1984, Apple’s 1984 Super Bowl commercial, and the Apple of today.
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Purpose
The purpose of this brief is to connect the dots in Apple’s behavior under Tim Cook
in order to raise awareness in conservative circles, building a case that companies
like Apple and Google, left to their own devices, and willing to conspire with forces
unfriendly to the United States, or opportunists inside this country who are willing
to violate our constitution if it is advantageous to their hold on power, have
become our global digital masters, and who pose a growing and dangerous threat to
our freedoms in the United States, especially as it relates to our 1st Amendment rights. The 2020 election for the presidency and
for Congressional seats will either steer the country further toward the liberal-progressive grip on institutions like the mainstream
media, big tech, our schools and our judicial system that will exacerbate the silencing of conservative voices (in the case of a
Democrat landslide)--or the opposite can happen: Congress can clamp down on big tech companies standing behind antiquated
protections allowing them to trample on 1st amendment rights of US citizens.
If you know the enemy and you know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If
you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If
you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will succumb in every battle. – Sun Tzu / The Art of War

I have no particular animosity or grudge toward Apple or Tim Cook. I’ve always admired the company from afar as a resident in
the San Francisco Bay most of my entire life. I followed the breathtaking rise of Apple Computers, Inc., and then Apple, Inc. The
vision and execution of Steve Jobs was nothing short of brilliant. Yet, the Apple Computers, Inc. of Steve Jobs is a far cry from
the Apple, Inc. of Tim Cook—a far, far cry. As a concerned American citizen and resident of Silicon Valley (California) for 60
years, I take personal offense to any Silicon Valley company misusing its powerful position in the world, a company which
benefits from the virtues of American democracy, freedom, capitalism and stability that have allowed it to prosper in
unimaginable ways, yet which rewards a large segment of American society by denying it the most valued right, freedom of
speech, to express a divergent view contrary to its own. In the case of Apple, that divergent viewpoint is coming from the
conservative community. I feel that I’m qualified to write this brief based on my 60 year history of living in Silicon Valley, my
20 year background as a software engineer, my 3 years as a market research specialist, my intimacy with the political currents
in this country, and my patriotism and love for my country.
I am speaking out now because I worry about this country, and future generations, when digital information hegemony has
become concentrated into so few hands—hands that align with, agitate for, and promote narrow ideological positions, hands that
utilize their technologies to suppress diversity of ideas, hands that conspire with authoritarian
governments unfriendly to the ideas of democracy, human rights and free speech in quid pro quo
relationships that enable those hands to secure and advance their hegemonic powers.
As Gordon Gekko (Michael Douglas) points out in the 1987 film, Wall Street: “greed is good.” We get
it. Greed drives better and cheaper products and services in the end. But, unchecked greed is
a danger to us all. And Apple, Inc., with a $2T market cap, is one of its leading practitioners, standing
behind their brand hypocrisy. Apple, along with Google, is an entity we all must fear. If Steve Jobs was
alive today, he would likely not even recognize his own legacy.
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Leadership, Philosophy & Culture
Steve Jobs, one of the founders of Apple, Inc. (formerly Apple Computers, Inc.), was an
admirer of the Beatles and named the company after their label in 1976. The Beatles
“challenged a world of clear class and gender distinctions, lingering imperial memories,
and patriarchal government. “ [www.sonnybunch.com]. Jobs was a child of the 60’s, a
flower child, if you will, and a liberal (anti-war, free speech, environmentalism, etc.).
Jobs went to India as a teenager in search of enlightenment. Later in life, he turned to
Zen Buddhism for answers. In his triumphant return to Apple in 1997, Steve Jobs
declared “Apple at the core – its core value is that we believe that people with passion can change the world for the better.”
In 2011, Steve Jobs passed away. Steve Jobs was a genius and as genuine as they come--the world
misses Steve Jobs.
Tim Cook joined Apple in 1998 from IBM. Just before being named CEO in August 2011, Cook
was Apple's Chief Operating Officer (COO) and was responsible for all of the company's worldwide
sales and operations, including end-to-end management of Apple's supply chain, sales activities, and
service and support in all markets and countries. In 2014, Tim Cook became the first CEO of a
major company to announce he was gay. Being gay is "God's greatest gift to me," he stated in a
2018 interview with CNN. Tim Cook was later asked about his purpose in life by San Francisco Business Times (Nov-20-2019):
Some people seek out this answer when they are selecting their college major, or when they are taking
their first job, [or] have their first promotion, or [a] child. But at some point, you recognize the reason we
are here and the sole reason we are here is to help each other. Once you realize that, life becomes so
simple. You are here for the service of other people and it is not all about you.

It was clear that Tim Cook was still aligned to many of the social and cultural values and movements of Steve Jobs, and
continued to steer the Apple culture towards these norms—norms that are layered throughout Apple’s brand:
Apple has a branding strategy that focuses on the emotions. The starting point is how an Apple product
experience makes you feel. The Apple brand personality is about lifestyle; imagination; liberty regained;
innovation; passion; hopes, dreams and aspirations; and power-to-the-people through technology.
[www.marketingminds.com.au]

Interestingly, although Steve Jobs died on October 5, 2011, approximately 1 ½ years after the spate of suicides at Foxconn
(discussed later), Jobs had handed the reigns of control over to Tim Cook, in January, 2009, anointing him the interim CEO of
Apple approximately 13 months before the Foxconn tragedies. Jobs passed the baton of power to Cook due to debilitating health
declines. Although Jobs likely had some skeletons in his closet, it was Tim Cook who was in full control of Apple for more than a
year leading up to the Foxconn suicides. One can say that Jobs gets a pass on accusations that Apple supported, or was ignorant
of, the working conditions at Foxconn’s Shenzhen mega-plant as a condition for meeting iPhone production demands. Not only
was Jobs on leave for 13 months leading up to the suicides, but Tim Cook had been heading Operations for the years leading up
to them, and now he was fully in charge of the mess he created in China as Apple’s interim CEO. According to Forbes (Jan-17-
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2018): “Prior to becoming Apple’s CEO after Steve Jobs, he had spent his entire career in operations, including 25 years working
closely with Chinese manufacturers.” In short, Cook was certainly intimate with what went down in
China and at Foxconn.

The highly-regarded moral compass of Steve Jobs is, for now, preserved. It was when Cook took power that questionable legal
and moral behavior began to surface. And things haven’t been much better since that pivotal moment when the visionary Steve
Jobs passed the baton to the former Chief Operating Officer, Tim Cook. This was the definitive moment that a cataclysmic cultural
shift took place at Apple, a shift that would have significant impacts on conservative free speech in America.

Political Orientation and Ideology
Generally speaking, Apple’s political orientation hasn’t jumped off the Democratic bandwagon before or after the passing of the
great Steve Jobs. Jobs held traditional liberal ideals which were passed on to Tim Cook and the rest of Apple after his passing.
Yet, under the helm of Cook, Apple’s political affiliations and ideological mix began to change within the Democrat Party.
Since organizations like Apple cannot make direct political contributions to candidates, they do so through affiliate organizations.
How much they spend on a candidate relative to others is an important barometer of its political orientation at any given time.
The website www.opensecrets.org breaks down Apple’s affiliate numbers.
Apple’s political contributions for the 2016 election indicate that the lion’s share went to Democrats and, of those Democrats, the
most significant portion was given to the moderate liberal, Hillary Clinton, who received 6x more in Apple donations than the
second-most contributed to candidate, Bernie Sanders. These outlay distributions are indicative of a corporation that supports the
Democrat party and, more specifically, centrist liberals, much in line with the now-deceased (5 years earlier) Steve Job’s ideals.
The data also makes clear that Apple made no donations through affiliates to the Donald Trump campaign.
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Yet, political tides change and corporations adjust their own political orientations when they are in the best interests of the
stakeholders. Apple is no different. In 2019, the National Legal and Policy Center published a foreboding article that changes
were afoot inside Apple: “Tim Cook Intensifies Apple Censorship through App Store.” Apple seemed to be shifting gears away from
centrist liberalism and the “free speech” movement of Steve Jobs. Was Apple realigning itself to the ideas of “woke”
progressivism, identity politics and cancel culture? How could anyone be sure? All you need to do is follow the money
to find out.
Apple’s political contributions to 2020 candidates took on an entirely different profile than in 2016 that clearly shows a
significant leftward tilt by Apple more closely aligned to the progressive agendas of the avowed socialists, Bernie Sanders and
Elizabeth Warren. The Apple of today is no longer in the centrist liberal camp as it was in 2016, but has taken up the causes
of the progressive socialists known more publicly under such names “woke” Democrats or Progressive Democrats. Apple
contributed approximately 3.5x more toward the leading socialist contenders than for the centrist liberal, Joe Biden. And,
although Joe Biden has been recently declared the Democratic nominee, the former VP has already joined forces with Bernie
Sanders under the mantle of the Unity Platform, announced in May-2020—a hybrid of centrist and progressive agendas. Again,
the data clearly shows that Apple made no donations through affiliates to the (now President) Donald Trump campaign.
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But, what other evidence might be indicative of Apple’s support of far left (progressive) platforms. If you rummage through
Apple’s website, you may come across a page entitled “Speaking up on Racism” (https://www.apple.com/speaking-up-on-racism/)
in which Tim Cook wags his finger at America. In it, Cook goes full “woke:”
Right now, there is a pain deeply etched in the soul of our nation and in the hearts of millions.
To stand together, we must stand up for one another, and recognize the fear, hurt, and outrage
rightly provoked by the senseless killing of George Floyd and a much longer history of racism.

From the time of George Floyd’s death to today, there has been no evidence that has surfaced to suggest that racism was a
factor leading to George Floyd’s death. None! Zero! In fact, recent body cam footage released in August, 2020 (Floyd died May
25, 2020) shows officers respecting the civil rights of Mr. Floyd’s until the moment officer Derrick Chauven used excessive force
in kneeling on a combative, drug-fueled and emotionally-charged George Floyd. In short, Apple, and Tim Cook, chose to support
the progressive narrative and Black Lives Matter—a knee-jerk reaction to some fictitious, racist police force and a society oozing
with systemic racism. In a CNet interview (June 22, 2020), the writer points out “Cook and other executives of large companies
have expressed solidarity with the Black Lives Matter protests and movement.” The protests and riots, which continue today, have
led to great physical damage to and division within our country. Did Tim Cook pause and wait for any evidence that these
officers, of which two were individuals of color, chose to murder Mr. Floyd according to his skin color? Of course not! Apple only
further enflamed and helped to justify the actions of the angry mob by perpetuating the lie of racists police intent on murdering
George Floyd in statements issued on the Apple website on racism.
Like most savvy progressives, Tim Cook couldn’t “waste a crisis” (a phrase often uttered by Hillary Clinton) to push separate and
unrelated agendas, like climate change, by establishing weak links to the question of racism.
But we must do more. We commit to continuing our work to bring critical resources and
technology to underserved school systems. We commit to continuing to fight the forces of
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environmental injustice — like climate change — which disproportionately harm Black
communities and other communities of color.

Cook continues to preen his “holier than thou image” as caretaker of humanity by demanding that we all need to act when, this
is key, human dignity is under attack, which conveniently overlooks Apple’s own history, under the helm of Tim Cook,
which we will explore in greater detail further in this brief, of collaborating with the Chinese Communist Party on citizen abuses
in China over the last two decades (32 hour work shifts, child labor, forced labor, aiding and abetting spying on citizens, mass
sterilization and body organ harvesting of Uighur minorities, concentration camps, suppression of freedom in Hong Kong, etc.).
Apple’s real message to its iPhone underlings—do as I say, not as I do—is the mantra of the progressive elitist class in all of
its glory.
To create change, we have to reexamine our own views and actions in light of a pain that is deeply
felt but too often ignored. Issues of human dignity will not abide standing on the
sidelines.

If there remains any doubt where Apple lies on the political spectrum, Tim Cook became a certified member of the Progressive
movement with this stunningly, anti-white statement that only further fans the racial flames across the country--by assigning
white blame to society’s ills. Of all people, Tim Cook should not be lecturing and virtue signaling to anyone, but this is the
oxygen of the progressive movement.
This is a moment when many people may want nothing more than a return to normalcy, or to a
status quo that is only comfortable if we avert our gaze from injustice. As difficult as it may be to
admit, that desire is itself a sign of privilege.

Another cause lime-lighted by Tim Cook that greatly conflicts with the core conservative principle of closed borders and a
managed immigration program is DACA, or Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. According to the National Immigration Forum,
the Obama executive order protects young undocumented immigrants (called “Dreamers”—in conservative language, “Illegals”)
who cross the border from deportation and provides them with work authorization. There are believed to be 3.6M Dreamers in
America, with 653,000 protected under DACA.
In a June 18, 2020, Twitter post by Tim Cook, he agitates for children who entered the country illegally and who were now of
age to work for Apple. Through Apple’s efforts to obtain H1-B visas for these DACA youth, the company was essentially rewarding
those who cross the border illegally through their parents’ efforts, through the Obama executive order.
The “authorization to work” in the United States as a foreign national is subjugated to the H1-B visa process. H1-B visas are not
granted to just anyone. Job descriptions must be visibly posted through Apple’s standard protocol and a minimum posting period
must make these positions available to all applicants—that includes American citizens. All citizen applicants who meet the
qualifications of the job description must be interviewed. To be hired on an H1-B, the person applying for the H1-B must
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demonstrate a unique skill or talent essential to the job position that no American citizen-applicant can fill. If not, then the job
must be given to the American citizen. So, were these jobs not taken away from American citizens by political connections and
levers of influence by Apple, or did all 478 Dreamers hired by Apple have unique talents that no other American could satisfy? It
is unlikely that any of these children even spoke English at the time they were pushed across the border by their parents.
Companies the size of Apple will get what they want, but it seems certain that the legal Hispanic parents would have felt equally
honored to land their children jobs at Apple, Inc.

In ways similar to how the Hollywood elites lecture and shame “deplorables” during events like the Academy Awards, Apple excels
at driving its progressive, cultural positions into our living rooms and leveraging its brand image of humanitarianism,
individuality, and cool factor. The marketing message: that you’re not “hip,” “cool,” “unique,” or “ahead of everyone else” if
you’re not standing in long lines at Apple Stores awaiting the next generation product to hit the shelves, is the physical
affirmation of those ideals. The consumers’ bond with Apple products and the Apple brand serve other purposes as well—they
translate into loyal followers of Apple’s social and cultural movements, which Tim Cook acknowledges as one of Apple’s purposes:
“I don’t think business should only deal in commercial things.” In short, “you’re not cool” if, say,
you don’t support DACA refugees or you deny climate change models.
The earlier mentioned CNet article also ties Tim Cook to other liberal-progressive causes and reiterates Apple’s overlap into the
sphere of the social justice warrior and activist.
Cook has used his platform as CEO of one of the most powerful tech companies in the world to
share his views on other societal issues. In 2019, he criticized the "insanity" of legislative
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inactivity regarding gun violence in the US, and in 2018 he was among more than 90 business
executives who spoke out against a North Carolina law that would force transgender students to
use school toilets "inconsistent with their gender identity.
"You know, there was a time back many years ago where [sic] CEOs were just
supposed to focus on profits only, and not so much the constituencies. And
that's never been my view. I've never subscribed to that.”

Scope of Influence
How far does Apple’s realm of information control extend? The answer—too far! According to a Techjury market study (2020),
the market share distribution between desktop, mobile and tablet is depicted in the chart below. Apple has powerful interests in
all three segments.

One should consider that many desktop users also have mobile devices, which could underplay mobile’s dominance in the way
users capture and process their news. Meanwhile, the mobile segment continues to propagate and to dominate internet traffic.
This is where the battle lines will be drawn in the competition for hearts and minds.
Incredibly, ninety-eight percent of all mobile devices either have the Android (Google) or the iOS (Apple) operating system
installed. Google dominates the market with nearly 75% of the installed base of mobile devices operating on Android, with Apple
iOS on about one-quarter of all mobile devices. It was estimated that the installed base of iOS mobile phones (iPhones) in the
world is 900M, according to Apple CFO Luca Maestri. In addition, according to Statista, the installed base of Android mobile
phones (Samsung, Asus, Blackberry, HTC, Huawei, LG, Meizu, Motorola, Nokia, OnePlus, Xiaomi) was 2.7B at the beginning of
2018.
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How do these world distributions of mobile platforms translate to the distributions in the United States? The Statista year-to-year
installed base and installed base forecast for all smart phones in America is graphically displayed below. In 2020, it is estimated
that there are approximately 290M of phones that connect to the internet.

Moreover, the breakdown between iOS and Android phones has the following distribution.
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Therefore, we can deduce the installed base distribution of iOS (iPhones) and Android (various) smart phones in the United States:
iOS – 170.46M ; Android – 118.99. As a comparative, the population of the United States, today, is 328M individuals, suggesting
that approximately 52% of all Americans own an iPhone (36% have Android).

In short, and this is critical, while

the Android platform dominates around the world, Apple iOS dominates inside the US. Another
essential point is this: the party that controls the mobile device operating system is the
gatekeeper for any content that is permitted onto the device. Apple and Google have final
authority on what mobile device users are allowed to see, hear and say on 99.8% (289.5M) of
all mobile devices in the US.

If that is not a screaming headline that all Republicans and conservatives deserve to hear,

then not much else would be. It screams George Orwell in no uncertain terms.
This places Apple front and center in the battle over censorship of conservative speech in the United States, as Apple is no friend
to the conservative community. The Apple and Google duopoly has the combined power to theoretically shut down, completely,
any and all arguments against liberal and progressive causes on every mobile platforms, if it so chooses.
We’ll wrap up this topic with a telling New York Post article from 2017:
What few people yet understand is that Google and Apple have used their duopoly status to
revoke the First Amendment on mobile phones. Because the Internet is now majority mobile, and
a growing majority of all Web traffic comes from mobile devices, the First Amendment is now
effectively dead in the mobile sphere unless policymakers act to rein in the tech giants who serve
as corporate gatekeepers to digital speech.

Why Target Apple?
The average citizen doesn’t immediately think of Apple as falling into a social media category, although most of us carry around
an iPhone. Most conservative scrutiny and criticism of censorship practices on the internet are aimed elsewhere. Ask politically
active conservatives where they find the greatest threats to conservative free speech in the media and they will list off the usual
culprits: CNN, MSNBC, Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Instagram (Twitter), TikTok (China) and YouTube (Google). As an example, Fox
News published a recent article (August 13, 2020) with the screaming headline: “Facebook dramatically increases hate speech
crackdown, removing 22.5 million posts in Q2,” with the subtext: “Previous quarters saw much lower increases.” This is simply
due to the fact that the definition for hate speech is fluid, reshaped and enforced in bursts depending on the issues under
debate, with the vast majority of the views being censored being conservative.
One almost never hears Apple’s name pop up much, but that doesn’t mean that Apple is not “a wolf in sheep’s clothing”--it is.
In fact, Apple and Google are the two companies that pose the greatest threats to
conservative free speech in the entire world. What makes Apple (and Google) unique
is that it not only controls the crucial operating system (iOS) of the iPhone, but
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Apple is also in the apps business, creating two tiers of censorship layers: one (iOS)
for denying, de-platforming and harassing conservative app developers, and another
(Apple News, Apple Podcasts, etc.) for projecting Apple’s value culture onto an
unsuspecting public while censoring counter-points. Simply peel back the onion, and you will

discover that Apple MUST be called out as a primary suppressor of conservative speech, a
company that has the potential to arbitrarily shut down anti-progressive speech on nearly
1B mobile devices around the world in nanoseconds. It can do so as overtly as banning
or de-platforming an app or podcast that attacks a particular progressive platform like
illegal immigration or climate change, or by lime-lighting ideological positions (e.g. Apple
News, Apple Podcasts) in the Search feature that most align with Apple’s cultural values. How pervasive could this be? As we
learned earlier, through its mobile duopoly with Google in the mobile space, it’s 98%” pervasive.” The implications are vast:
election tampering, censorship of minority voices, the favoring of a monolithic ideology—global revolution.
If conservatives think that Twitter, Facebook and Reddit pose a threat to
conservative speech, Apple and Google are the real monsters--supporting progressive

agendas,
identity politics, cancel culture, and censorship against conservative voices that might challenge the progressive ideology. They
are the real overlords of the internet who manage and control well over half of all devices (mobile, tablet, desktop) that tap into
the internet, worldwide, and who conspire with unfriendly nations and progressive politicians in a twisted, dichotomous, zero sum
model that leaves an aftermath of human rights abuses, labor law violations, free speech deprivations, national security
obstruction, illegal immigration aiding and abetting, hostile / authoritarian government aiding and abetting, and election
tampering by banning or de-platforming conservative apps, podcasts and other media that violate section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act –regulations to ensure free speech on internet platforms.

Tim Cook’s Business Model Dichotomy
With such important progressive causes at stake for the activist, Tim Cook, causes with which half of the country disagrees, it
must be tempting for Apple to consider leveraging its massive powers over platform content on the approximately 170.46M
iPhones in the United States, that is, when deemed necessary (e.g. election seasons) by its co-conspirators.
Which brings us to the central point about Apple: trying to save humanity (social activism) while
simultaneously trying to increase Q2Q targets (revenue growth) are conflicting
goals that work in a constant tug-of-war to one another.

The brilliance of Steve Jobs allowed Apple

to maintain growth targets through innovation and price premiums—Apple II, Mac, iPod, iPad, iPhone, yet still preserve
its integrity on liberal, social and cultural issues with few moral sacrifices. It doesn’t get much better than that. Since Tim Cook
replaced Steve Jobs nearly nine years ago, Apple’s pipeline of groundbreaking new products started to dry up (iWatch, next
generation iPhones, etc.), as expected, which made exponential growth targets more dependent on reaching new, untapped
markets and increasing sales volume and cost-Cutting. This has changed the dynamics of how Apple has had to
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operate, as the tug-of-war has now shifted, along with a new moral value system that the company has been forced to implicitly
adopt beneath its unblemished logo, in order to remain on top.
Under Tim Cook, the sacrifice of moral principles has become common place in order to allow Apple to meet exorbitant growth
projections that have resulted in a near, unfettered hegemony over the information and ideas to which a vast sphere of the
world’s population is exposed. China, whose population of 1.44B makes up 18% of the world’s population, became Apple’s first
major market foray after North America. India, with 1.38B (17%), continues to be developed and is next in line. As a reference
point, the population of the United States is 330.1M people, making up a paltry 3.9% of the world’s population.
Cook (and, by default, Apple) has chosen the path of activism that has publicly pushed both liberal and progressive agendas to
the forefront, while hell bent on preserving Apple’s hegemonic empire at whatever cost. It is Cook’s public activism to take direct
action in support of progressive causes that signals the degree to which he will use his position of power, influence and
resources at his disposal, as the head on one of the most admired and successful companies in the world—a company that
conservatives should fear. In a 9to5Mac article (June-2018), Cook went on the record in this regard:
For Apple, we’ve always been about changing the world. It became clear to me some number of
years ago that you don’t do that by staying quiet on things that matter. For us, that’s been the
driving issue. I don’t want Apple to be another talking head. We should only speak when we have
certain knowledge to bring to the subject. Do we have a right to talk about this issue? Do we have
a standing? I don’t think business should only deal in commercial things. Business to me is nothing
more than a collection of people. If people should have values, then by extension a company
should have values.

To better understand how Cook
leverages direct Apple
resources to agitate and
champion particular
progressive causes,

then

look no further than Apple’s direct
involvement, in the legal and cultural
war between the two major political
parties, in support of the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) immigration battle (we discussed this involvement, in detail, earlier in this brief). The point
being that Tim Cook is publicly known to exercise the massive resources (publicity, legal, influence, etc.) at Apple’s disposal to
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agitate directly for specific social causes, especially when they further reinforce Apple’s brand of “helping people.” In the case of
DACA, it was securing H1-B work visas for 478 illegal alien youth to be employed at Apple. In the case of more grandiose
progressive goals such as ensuring that Democrat leaders (liberals and progressives sharing in Apple’s values) continue to be
elected to positions of power to advocate for the same causes that Cook believes in, then those resources will most likely include
subtle to overt forms of censorship against anti-progressive forces who rely on iOS platforms to communicate.

Shedding Light on Apple’s Brand Hypocrisy
Practicing what they preach at Apple, especially in the cut-throat world of investment bankers, regulators and common
shareholders, has pressured Apple under Tim Cook to make “sacrifices” on certain moral principles in order to meet quarterly
revenue targets that, in the end, makes Apple no different than just about every other company trying to make a buck in the
fiercely competitive free market. These cracks in Apple’s carefully crafted brand were beginning to show at about the same time
that the health of Steve Jobs was in serious decline (2010). Insiders at Apple had to be aware of the foreboding hypocrisy of
what Apple expressed in public statements to preserve and further nurture its precious brand equity—the truth of how Apple
was actually operating in the world in order to appease shareholders while simultaneously and virtually extolling Tim Cook’s dual
messages that are reiterated here: “Issues of human dignity will not abide standing on the
sidelines” and “The sole reason we are here is to help each other.” Yet, what no one ever asked
Tim Cook about was to whose dignity he was referring.
Implicit in the Apple consumer message, “you’re in our special group” when you own an iPhone that translates into “you support
our special causes and share our mindset” when you support DACA, BLM or the New Green Deal. What Apple fails to mention is,
in its simultaneous pursuit of profits and “human dignity,” the company has had to sweep a few inconvenient facts under the
carpet. In other words, while we’re out saving the world, don’t worry about China’s crackdown on Hong Kong, or the organ
harvesting and sterilization on Muslim minority populations in China, or the arson, looting, assault and murder precipitated by the
Marxist, Black Lives Matter movement in the United States aimed at any white person who denounces the organization, or the
suppression of religious voices that were deemed offensive by some in the LGBTQ community, or the unemployment of American
workers we caused when we outsourced operations to low-wage countries, or the authoritarian countries who we aided to spy on
their own people in order to silence dissention (China), or the American people, who’s lives we placed at greater risk of domestic
terror by denying our technical support to the pleas of the FBI—yes, says Tim Cook—don’t worry about THOSE human
dignities. Like Black Lives Matter, Apple only selectively cares about “helping each other” when that “other” somehow benefits
either the Apple revenue stream, costs of goods sold, brand equity or select social causes and political ideologies. Anyone
else who happens to be in the way of these stated objectives is apparently not
worthy of human dignity.
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Apple has one giant problem, which makes it a giant problem for the rest of us—its lopsided dependence on China. Without
China, Apple would cease to compete. Apple overly relies on China for low-cost labor (lesser now, than before), tooling and
manufacturing engineering talent, a massive pool of app developers, phenomenal production output, the CCP, an authoritarian
government that still treats its citizens like cattle to fill iPhone quotas at Foxconn (Taiwan), the largest contract manufacturer in
the world, and who will trample on human rights to do so and, finally, the 1.4B Chinese consumers. Since Apple has been slow
to develop manufacturing capacities in other Asian countries and in India, let alone the United States, the company is beholden
to China and, by extension, will turn a blind eye when China abuses its authoritative powers inside the country, or even
collaborate with the CCP, directly, to repress its citizens. Why? China would not accept an Apple whose activism extended into
the policy domain of the CCP, and Apple is well aware of this. What does that make Apple? It makes Apple China’s concubine—
subservient and silent—while Tim Cook lectures white Americans about their “privilege.” The enlightening and often
unpredictable comedian Ricky Gervais unloaded onto Apple at the 2020 Golden Globe Awards. As Tim Cook sat stunned and
unamused in the audience, Gervais exposed Apple’s double-standards on national television. :
Apple roared into the TV game with a morning show—a superb drama about the importance of
dignity and doing the right thing, made by a company that runs sweatshops in China.—Ricky
Gervais, 2020 Golden Globe Awards

The majority of Americans do not follow, in detail, how Apple reached its $2T market cap or the means to which Tim
Cook joined the billionaire class of 2020. Maybe they should. Here are a few powerful examples that contrast between
what Apple says and what Apple does, all while somehow maintaining the squeaky-clean Apple brand image.
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Banning Private Networks to the Detriment of Oppressed Chinese Citizens (China)
Tibetan, Uyghur and other activists protested
outside Apple’s flagship store in the Carnegie
Library, Washington D.C., on Thursday (July 30,
2020), in a campaign organized by the international
consumer group SumOfUs and Students for a Free
Tibet. The protest follows Apple CEO Tim Cook’s
appearance before Congress yesterday, and comes
ahead of the publication of Apple’s Q3 2020 financial
results later today. The activists wore face masks with the Apple logo morphed to look like a
Chinese Communist Party logo, and stood silently to represent how they were being silenced by
Apple’s censorship in China. They stood with signs calling for Apple to protect free speech and
human rights. Apple has deleted over 1,000 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) from its China App
Store at the request of the Chinese Communist Party in recent years, leaving Tibetans, Uyghurs,
Hong Kongers and other human rights defenders unable to protect themselves from government
surveillance and repression. The campaigners expressed their solidarity with the people of Hong
Kong as the draconian National Security Law is implemented. [Students for a Free Tibet; July 30,
2020]
Sanctioning Labor Law violations and Sub-Standard Working conditions
leading to Mass Suicides, child labor and forced labor (china)
In a February, 2011, article in Wired Magazine titled “1 Million
Workers. 90 Million iPhones. 17 Suicides. Who’s To Blame,” the
writer points out that “some saw the Foxconn suicides as a
damning consequence of our global hunger for low-cost
electronics.” Reports from inside the factories warned of
"sweatshop" conditions. All of the victims had jumped off Foxconn
rooftops. Most of the 17 victims did so between March-May,
2010. Almost immediately, anti-suicide nets were installed around
Foxconn buildings in Shenzhen, China, quelling suicides performed
in this manner.
The Foxconn iPhone factory in Zhengzhou does "final assembly,
testing, and packaging," or FATP. That stage of manufacturing requires about 400 steps to
assemble the iPhone. Most workers do one task repeatedly all day, such as polishing the screen,
soldering one component, or fitting a single screw into the back of the phone. Karl Marx (18181883) criticized these practices during the Industrial Revolution (1760-1840) in defense of the
labor class.
Even after Apple supposedly corrected the problems at Foxconn, investigative journalists and
labor watchdog groups continued to see evidence of sweatshop conditions. A 2013 labor
audit reportedly found multiple cases of employment discrimination and wage problems. In 2016,
state-owned coal companies lent workers to the factory. In 2017, the Financial Times reported
that trade schools were requiring students as young as 16 to work at the factory to gain "work
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experience" to graduate. In the run-up to the launch of the iPhone X, many students were found
to be working overtime, which is illegal under Chinese law. The tech giant's suppliers were
accused of tapping high schoolers to staff their factories in a scramble to meet the demand for the
pricey iPhone X.
More recently, in a September 8, 2019, article from China Labor Watch (CLW), a non-profit
watchdog group, released a lengthy report alleging that the latest "iPhone 11" – the exact name of
the new phone hadn't been released at the time—was "illegally produced in China. “Several
investigators were employed at the Zhengzhou Foxconn factory, and one of the investigators
worked there for over four years," CLW said in the report. "Because of the long investigation
period, this report reveals many details about the working and living conditions at the Foxconn
factory." Some of these details are pointed out below.


One of the most glaring laws broken involved temporary employees or "dispatch workers,"
according to the report. Chinese laws require that only 10% of the company's employee
base be dispatch workers; however, Foxconn's labor force was made up of about 50%. Unlike
full-time employed workers, dispatch workers do not receive paid sick leave and social
insurance for medical expenses, CLW said. The report also accused Apple's factory of paying
base wages "insufficient to sustain the livelihood for a family" living in the area.



CLW's report alleges that workers have said they are exposed to toxic chemicals every
day. "When they are sick, they are still forced to work overtime; managers verbally abuse
workers on a regular basis and sometimes punish workers by asking them to stand,"
according to CLW's report. "Some female workers have even experienced sexual harassment
while working on the production lines."

Apple denies the CLW allegations.
Obstructing Justice Department Investigations of Domestic Terrorists (Homeland
Security) / Lying to Justice Department (US)
In a February, 2016, court case in the United
States District Court for the Central District of
California,
the Federal
Bureau
of
Investigation (FBI) had asked Apple to create
and electronically sign new software that
would enable the FBI to unlock a workissued iPhone 5C it recovered from one of the
shooters who, in a December, 2015, terrorist
attack in San Bernardino, California, killed 14
people and injured 22. The FBI’s concern was that there could be additional terror cells working in
conjunction with the San Bernardino couple and that the American public was still at risk of
another attack. The two attackers had earlier died in a shootout with police, having first destroyed
their personal phones. The work phone was recovered intact but was locked with a four-digit
password and was set to eliminate all its data after ten failed password attempts. Apple declined
to create the software, and a hearing was scheduled for March 22. However, a day before the
hearing was supposed to take place, the government obtained a delay, saying they had found a
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third-party able to assist in unlocking the iPhone and, on March 28, announced that the FBI had
unlocked the iPhone and withdrew its request. In March 2018, the Los Angeles Times later
reported "the FBI eventually found that Farook's phone had information only about work and
revealed nothing about the plot."
Enabling China Communist Party (CCP) to Perform Security Checks Through
iPhone Backdoor to spy on citizens (China)
In January, 2015, the state-run newspaper People’s Daily
claimed, in a tweet, that Apple had agreed to security
checks by the Chinese government. This followed a
news piece in the Beijing News (link in Chinese) that
claimed Apple acceded to audits after a meeting between
Cook and China’s top internet official, Lu Wei. China’s State
Internet Information Office would reportedly be allowed to
perform “security checks” on all Apple products sold on the
mainland. According to the report, this was despite Cook’s assurances that the
devices didn’t contain backdoors accessible by any government,
including the US.
The FBI wasn’t amused.

Complicity in the Cancel Culture Movement
Hyver’s Golden Rule on Censorship for Big Tech - Corporations have the right to
align to and advocate for a certain political party, ideology or set of values and principles, but
when this entity is a digital platform company, its sole mission is to ensure that all voices have
equal weight and equal access, and that any limits to free exchange must be arbitrated in a
manner that does not advantage one voice over another.

A progressive (leftist liberal) is much less tolerant than a centrist liberal (the fading ideology of Steve Jobs) in dealing with
dissenters. While Steve Jobs was part of the hippie culture and the Free Speech Movement, neither do progressives expect
counter-viewpoints to be shut down and silenced--they simply demand it. This is known as the cancel culture,
or de-platforming. From Aunt Jemima syrup labels, to conservative Hollywood celebrity black listing, to a young mother shot in
the head and murdered in front of her child by a BLM activist for saying “All Lives Matter,” to JK Rowling for criticizing ideas
associated with the trans rights movement, to Twitter’s “Fact Check” on Donald Trump’s attack on mail-in voter fraud that used
a CNN article as its Fact Check source, to trigger warnings of films like Gone with the Wind and Blazing Saddles, to Facebook
banning events that violate social distance orders while turning a blind eye to BLM event organizing or criticism of Obama
political stumping at large funeral (John Lewis) gatherings , to a mass boycott of Goya Foods when its Hispanic CEO dared to
express a positive statement about Donald Trump, the cancel culture is real, it’s everywhere, and it continues to intensify, mostly
as a result of the indoctrination of such ideas and beliefs at our colleges and universities. Of course, it is the obligation of all
good progressives to point out the violators, and to accept the fact that cancellation is a legitimate cure to the ills (racism,
transphobia, xenophobia, etc.) besetting American culture, and that any expression falling outside of some “woke” boundary of
comportment (known as hate speech) is identified and extinguished. As evidence of the existence and strength of cancel culture,
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several notable liberals from the left and the middle recently joined forces to co-sign a letter entitled: "A Letter on Justice and
Open Debate," also known as the Harper's Letter—an open letter defending free speech published on the Harper's Magazine
website on July 7, 2020, with 153 signatories, including J. K. Rowling, Steven Pinker, Gloria Steinem, Noam Chomsky, and
Margaret Atwood. Cancel culture is not only real; it has become a viable justification to deny free speech when it causes some
form of mental or emotional harm to someone. When the old-school liberal community, of which Steve Jobs was a card-carrying
member, goes public trying to discredit a movement inspired by the progressive arm of the Democrat Party, then that is cause
for alarm.
Yet, what evidence is there that Tim Cook is supportive of the cancel culture end game? As recently as July 30, 2020, in an
article on the Mashable website, Tim Cook is asked by Republican Jim Jordan at a Congressional Hearing on antitrust laws how
he defines the term “cancel culture,” to which Cook replied: “somebody with a different point of view talks and they’re
cancelled...I don’t think that’s good.” Yet, when it was time to “put Apple’s money where Tim Cook’s mouth is” during the 2020
political donation season, Andrew Yang, the only Democratic presidential candidate who
openly denounced cancel culture, received a paltry $59,255, or 10% of the combined amount ($591,552)
received by Apple’s #1 and #2 choices for President, the ultra-progressives, Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, who have
never denounced it. This is a problem for Apple’s credibility and an alarming concern of how low-ranking freedom of speech has
become to the Apple culture since the passing of Steve Jobs.
With climate alarmist Al Gore securely on Apple’s Board of Directors (since 2003) as the supposed “expert” on climate change,
which helps Apple transition seamlessly to agitate in support of the “Green New Deal” (environmentalism on steroids), if Apple’s
progressive handlers deem it sufficiently important to the Unity agenda, the radical climate agenda promoted by the often
incoherent progressive, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, recently named by Joe Biden to head his Climate Task Force, then Apple is well
in position to tamp down much of the vitriol against this radical energy plan, if it decides to stealthily deploy its censorship
tools on the Apple platforms.
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Given the fact that Apple is squarely in the camp of the progressives, and that
Apple has consistently deployed the tools of censorship (and privacy
invasion) in China, does this mean that the deck is stacked against conservative Americans in the way Apple

manages its various platforms in the United States?
Not adhering to the Golden Rule, when there are no ready
repercussions (e.g. enforcement of section 230 infractions) for
violating it, means clear sailing for Apple’s progressive CEO and
employee base. It’s then up to the “woke” contingent at Apple to
devise creative strategies and means to silence anti-progressive
messaging on its platforms—and there are plenty of examples of
how this is done (see some examples below)—all the while
continuing to lime light progressive myths that often stoke and
enflame racial divisions (“Oprah” diagram). For example, definitions
of hate speech are fluid and continuously reshaped in public discourse by the more radical elements of the Democrat party, who
have a stranglehold on the social justice movement, and the vast terminology surrounding it, where racism seems to raise its ugly
head in many subtle forms, giving woke social media censors a broad range of interpretations which aid to silence conservative
messages. In a society that is systemically racist, according to the left, racism is always around the next corner, and it needs to
be located and exterminated. You always eat white bread? You’re a racist.
As we learned earlier, Apple does not just speak out for causes--Apple agitates by utilizing its vast resources for purposes
unrelated to their products or services. The value-added to Apple shareholders in leveraging Apple resources to act directly on
social causes is all about brand reinforcement and affirmation. As long as Apple stakeholders, especially their Board of Directors,
accept the diversion of Apple resources toward non-product pursuits, that is entirely their business. What does it matter to any
shareholder that Apple devotes resources to fight social causes when their well of innovation has virtually dried up? That’s their
business alone. Yet, as an omnipresent platform relied upon each day by a massive spectrum of individuals with a diverse set of
opinions on the cultural issues dear to Apple, the company still has the unique obligation to ensure that counter-opinions can be
expressed equally and fairly (Golden Rule) on each and every iPhone, iPad, iWatch, Mac, and any future platform that Apple
launches. In other words, Apple must remain 100 percent neutral on social and cultural exchanges on its platforms if it values
the 1st Amendment; and this is where the friction occurs between its social justice activism and its platform neutrality.
This is the crux of the censorship problem in the digital world and what makes those
who write and deploy the mobile operating systems (iOS, Android) so much more
dangerous, from a censorship point of view, than any social media application such as
Twitter, Facebook or YouTube. If these particular social media platforms (e.g. the Twitter app on iPhone) happen

to provide only a one-way, progressive dialogue or show bias (also a violation of section 230 of the Communications Decency
Act), and a significant threshold of citizens are unable to voice contrary opinions on important topics, then the free market
usually steps in, and some insightful entrepreneur recognizes a market need and develops a solution (e.g. a Twitter competitor
app that doesn’t suppress free speech, or simply biases toward conservative speech. Yet, standing as gatekeeper between the
consumer and the solution in the digital space is the O/S gestapo. In the mobile space, this means Apple (iOS) and Google
(Android). These gatekeepers arbitrarily make life and death decision whether these applications see the light of day. More
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critically, this is the crucial moment in time when Apple decides whether to insulate
and protect its positions on social causes against possible attack, and risk damage
to the cause, or to pass the solution through to the platform as a non-threat.

To understand the sheer power at Apple’s fingertips, the iOS version of the Twitter app wouldn’t be available to iPhone or iPad
users without Apple’s express permission. Deductively, Apple is just fine in allowing Twitter to continue to disguise
censorship in the form of “fact-checking”, “hate speech”, “misinformation” or “public safety” in pro-Donald Trump tweets. If
Apple disagreed with Twitter’s now obvious use of censorship during the 2020 election year, for which some Republicans are now
calling election tampering, as they should, given that these behaviors are in direct conflict with section 230, Apple could swiftly
de-platform Twitter, through Apple’s own policies, from all 900 million iOS devices in the world by the time it takes an Apple
employee to order a cup of Starbucks. In theory, and quite alarmingly, Apple could privately demand that Twitter adhere to a
more unofficial and draconian set of censorship rules that go beyond the App Store’s general use terms in order to limit speech
unfavorable to Apple’s own social justice causes, or face de-platforming, and to promote speech that is. In this way, Apple has
the capacity to blackmail app developers, including Twitter and Facebook, if they choose to do so. Thus, the O/S gatekeepers
(Apple and Google who, by the way, have their headquarters 15 minutes away from one another in Cupertino and Mountain
View, respectively) can exert their will onto every single social media platform on every single mobile device in the world. This
form of censorship, that I will call sanctioning, permits certain 3rd-party applications favorable to Apple’s list of social
causes to remain on the platform, even when clear bias is present against the spirit of section 230 laws on internet “free
speech,” while locking out, de-platforming or creating regular, nagging barriers to 3rd-party apps that counter the particular
social narrative favorable to Apple. Sanctioning is a roundabout way for Apple to promote the spreading of information favorable
to its causes, including biasing voters in favor of Democrat candidates, while preserving a face of neutrality. This is the vilest and
most deceitful form of censorship—permitting pro-censoring, 3rd-parties to do the heavy lifting and to take the brunt of public
criticism, while Apple maintains the image of neutrality. Still not convinced? Here is only a small sampling of what happens
regularly over at Apple—the misuse of iOS hegemony, supplemented by proprietary Apple applications (Apple News, Apple
Podcasts, etc.), that exhibits highly abusive censorship practices to silence conservatives.
CASE STUDY – BANNING FREE SPEECH APP AS HATE SPEECH (APP STORE)
In a landmark dispute from 2017, both Apple and Google banned Gab, an upstart Twitter
competitor with a free-speech policy quaintly modeled on the First Amendment itself, from their
App stores. Google cited “hate speech” as its reason for exclusion; Gab doesn’t censor. According
to Gab company spokesman Utsav Sanduja, “Whatever is permissible under the First Amendment
is what Gab allows onto its site.” Gab founders Andrew Torba, an alumnus of Silicon Valley’s
prestigious Y Combinator accelerator, and Ekrem Büyükkaya saw a market opportunity for a
competitor focused on free speech — not just for conservatives but for dissidents globally. It’s
difficult to credit Gab as a white-supremacist site when its cofounder is a Turkish Kurd and
Muslim. Büyükkaya, who says “I’ve never supported Trump for a minute in my entire life,” is
concerned about speech repression in his part of the world — for good reason, as Turkey is
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infamous for its violations of free speech and for locking up journalists. Gab spokesman Sanduja is
a South Asian Hindu from Canada. Gab built an app for Apple’s iOS operating system, but Apple
wouldn’t approve it. This means that iPhone and iPad users can’t use the Gab app because users
can’t install applications on those devices unless Apple approves them. Gab’s Android app was
available through Google’s app store until yesterday, when Google banned it, citing violations of
its hate-speech policy. At the time of the article, Gab had 200,000 non-mobile users, but must
remain locked out of the mobile market (NY Post article). Footnote: as of Aug-2020, Gab is not
available on iOS. [New York Post; Aug-2017]

CASE STUDY – SETTING CONDITIONS ON FREE SPEECH APP (APP STORE)
In another landmark moment testing the free speech waters at Apple, the app Parler was released
on the iOS platform in 2018. According to their website: “Parler is an unbiased social platform
focused on open dialogue and user engagement. We allow free speech and do not censor ideas,
political parties or ideologies. We protect your privacy and will never sell your personal data.” In a
recent Newsweek article (June-2020), Parler subscribers surged when it began attracting high
profile conservative politicians to the site. In the MacDailyNews (Jun-26-2020), headlines read
“After Twitter Labels, Censors, and Suspends, Parler Hits No. 1 on Apple’s App Store.” In the words
of Parler’s CEO, John Matze, “This is our victory as a community for free speech over the tech
tyrants. This is a symbol that we want a Town Square for free discussion. We the people do not
want to be told what to think, we do not want to be manipulated, and we want our data to be
private. We reject technofascism and those who think they are the sole arbiters of truth. We
reject their biased editorial panels, we reject their “fact checkers” and we reject censorship.
In a June 26, 2019, article, it was clear that Apple was giving Parler a short leash. Breitbart
reported: “Free-speech centered social media app Parler recently attempted to roll out an update
to their iPhone app, a common event that many app developers do on a regular basis to add new
features, fix bugs, update app elements, etc. But Parler found their update stopped dead in its
track as Apple stated that it would have to review the app to determine if the update would be
allowed to go ahead. After Parler attempted to launch the update, company CEO John Matze says
he was contacted by an Apple employee via the App Store Connect portal. The employee
explained that the Parler app was likely in violation of the App store rule 1.1.1 which prohibits:
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Defamatory, discriminatory, or mean-spirited content, including references or
commentary about religion, race, sexual orientation, gender, national/ethnic
origin, or other targeted groups, particularly if the app is likely to humiliate,
intimidate, or place a targeted individual or group in harm’s way. Professional
political satirists and humorists are generally exempt from this requirement.
Of course, the mainstream and social media companies view Parler as a threat and are doing their
best to stigmatize it as a “right wing echo chamber,” another form of censorship by the virtue
signaling left that is hell bent on cancelling Parler by shaming others to subscribe while they
agitate for Apple to ban the app. In an editorial in Thinknum Alternative Data (Jul-8-2020), it was
stated: “On the July 2nd presentation of Squawk Box, Parler ($PARLER) CEO John Matze batted
away charges that his microblogging app catered to hate-speechifiers and asocial personalities. As
these things go, Matze did an okay-enough job under tough questioning from the CNBC host, and
in the end, nobody learned much. Matze stated that Parler simply trusts in the “goodness of the
American people”, and that if the “crazies” want to join his app and embarrass themselves, having
a dialogue with them is worthwhile too. The host asked Matze to denounce his user base and
basically destroy his credibility in their eyes, which of course Matze declined to do. Don’t we love
modern discourse?” Yet, no one mentions that Parler allows user to provide their own filers for
speech they wish or wish not to hear, in the same way that any American would disassociate with
ideas that may be offensive. Perhaps, Apple felt some overdue pressure by Congressional
Republicans, and releasing Parler onto iOS was an appeasement of sorts. One can’t be certain.
But, we shall see how long Parler’s iOS masters take before the cancel culture finally loses
patience and Apple pulls the plug.
CASE STUDY – DE-PLATFORMING CLIMATE CHANGE DENIERS (App Store)
As most of the American public knows, those who voice contrary opinions on the Global Warming
“debate” continue to be shamed and silenced rather regularly as “science deniers.” With such a
radical energy policy as the Green New Deal finding a foothold onto the Joe Biden’s Unity agenda,
big tech will be counted on by the liberal-progressive machine to thwart its numerous attackers
under the speech suppression classification of “misinformation,” as soon as Congress eventually
takes up serious discussions on legislating the Green New Deal under a Biden presidency. Take the
case of geologist Gregory Wrightstone, who discovered that Apple removed his app titled
“Inconvenient Facts,” which challenges the prevailing climate alarmism agenda with information
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backed up by data and logic. “It’s very rare for an app to be approved and then taken down unless
there is offensive material or some other extreme issue,” said Wrightstone in an interview with
The Daily Signal. While iPhone users can no longer access the evidence presented by Wrightstone,
Google has taken no such similar action on its Android platform. Why would that be? Wrightstone
suspects it is because top global warming false prophet Al Gore is a board member for Apple,
which has allowed a multitude of alarmist climate change apps onto its online store. “It appears
that Apple has chosen to weaponize its control over purchasing apps to stifle science that doesn’t
conform to its politically correct notions,” he told The Daily Signal. [National Legal Policy Center]

CASE STUDY – BANNING HILLARY CLINTON GAME AS “OFFENSIVE/MEAN-SPIRITED” (APP STORE)
Further digging on Apple revealed more evidence that the computer giant is feeding users proHillary and anti-Trump propaganda. Over the past year, Apple twice refused to publish a
satirical Clinton Emailgate game, “Capitol HillAwry,” claiming it was “offensive” and “mean
spirited” even though the game’s developer, John Matze, cited in communications with Apple that
the game fits the standards of Apple’s own satire policy. Apple has, however, approved dozens of
games poking fun at Donald Trump—including a game called “Dump Trump,” which depicts the
GOP nominee as a giant turd. On July 25, Breitbart exposed this blatant double standard and
favoritism toward Clinton. A few days after the article was released, Apple caved
and published Capitol HillAwry, 15 months after Matze’s first attempt to go live.

CASE STUDY – TAGGING A PRO-TRUMP PODCAST AS “EXPLICIT” (PODCASTS)
A journalist began investigating into how strong the bias and censorship runs in podcast forums
after he did an interview on the pro-Trump podcast, MAGAPod. The show’s host, Mark Hammond,
was disappointed Apple wouldn’t run his show without an “explicit” warning [any download from
the Apple App Store of his podcast onto an iPad or iPhone required an “explicit” warning]. Many
podcast listeners disable “explicit” apps from appearing in searches, a subtle away of limited a
potential audience. Hammond’s podcast didn’t contain content that would be deemed explicit
under Apple’s policy, and most other shows in the News & Politics category aren’t labeled as such.
On June 18, Hammond talked to Sandra, a representative from Apple. She explained that, since
the description of his show is pro-Trump, his show is explicit in nature—because the subject
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matter is Donald Trump. Thus, an Apple employee concluded the Republican presidential
candidate is explicit. iTunes has dozens of podcasts discussing Osama Bin Laden and Adolf Hitler—
none of which is marked explicit. I encouraged Hammond to contact Apple again, via email to their
podcast support team. Within 48 hours he received a response from “Tim,” who informed
Hammond that his podcast would be updated to “clean” within 24 hours.

CASE STUDY – BIASED NEWS FILTERING (APPLE NEWS)
A journalist’s friend complained to him about how biased his Apple News feed was against Trump.
The journalist set up an Apple News account on his iPhone. First step: select an outlet. Fox News—
Conservative. But his news ended up to be left-leaning [classifying the reader inappropriately].
And if there were articles above the fold from more right-leaning sites, they paint Trump in a
negative light and Hillary in a positive light [publishing only negative articles from right-leaning
news sources]. Of all the channels listed in the Apple News politics section, only two of the
16 arguably lean right—the rest are reliably left-wing [minimizing the number of news articles
skewed right]. This has, of course, been pointed out before, and anyone with an iPhone or iPad
can go to Apple News to determine on his or her own if Apple is pushing leftist propaganda.

CASE STUDY – BANNED RELIGIOUS APP (APP STORE)
Religious and viewpoint discrimination have also escalated at Apple. In recent months the
company, under pressure from a radical pro-homosexuality agenda group, removed the
app of Living Hope Ministries, a Christian organization that focuses on helping individuals who
want to overcome unwanted same-sex attractions. The ministry follows and teaches the Biblical
instruction that homosexuality is sin and that healing and ability to repent can be found in a
personal relationship with Jesus Christ. “We help people understand who they are in
Christ,” said executive director Ricky Chelette to NBC News in December. “We only help those
individuals who are seeking us.” The LGBT advocacy group that pushed for the removal, Truth
Wins Out, had previously urged Apple to eliminate the app of a now-closed Christian ministry to
gay-identified individuals, Exodus International. In the case of Living Hope Ministries, Truth Wins
Out was able to convince Apple to remove its app with a measly 356 individuals on a Change.org
petition (thus far Google has not caved to the pressure).
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Who Protects Apple’s Flank?
The question arises: how would Apple respond to criticism of Tim Cook’s highly personal support for, say, illegal immigration,
DACA in particular, that takes place on his iOS and Mac platforms? Would he tolerate it on an issue he holds so dear? Should he
have the right to suppress counter-arguments in any way, shape or form? Would it not be a temptation to do so if there is no
legal entity with the capacity to take action against Apple? Can Apple count on anyone in Washington DC to come to its aid?
Sure it can.
In an earlier section, we stated that Apple operates a dichotomous business model: company growth and agitating for
social justice causes. So, which political party best aligns to the dichotomous pieces? We have
already seen Apple’s lopsided political donations favoring Democratic candidates. Why have they chosen
to align this way?
The natural point of intersection between the Democrat Party and Apple is the commonly shared views of
both entities in the sphere of social justice. This is made transparently clear in the spheres of
immigration, racial equality, environmental protection, LGBTQ rights, abortion rights, etc. So, Apple agitates for social justice by
joining the larger movement managed by the DNC that helps Tim Cook to influence Congressional legislators directly to impose
new laws favorable to Cook’s own causes. It’s a win-win for both entities. In this way, Apple achieves the political influence that
supports the social justice portion of its dichotomous business model.
As for the company growth element of the dichotomous business model, Tim Cook understands, as the former COO of Apple, the
weak underbelly, yet critical foundation of Apple’s commercial strategy—China. As one of the leading agitators of social causes
among all of the big tech giants, Cook’s natural instinct is to protect the underbelly at all costs, even when it suggests an
appearance of colluding with Republicans (by working directly with them), who currently control both the Senate and the White
House, if he feels the underbelly is vulnerable, and that the Democrats are not adequately protecting his backside. In fact, when
Tim Cook was invited by Donald Trump to participate in a Tech Summit a few weeks after the election, progressives were not
amused that he attended. Why was Cook going against the Democrats who wished to vilify Donald Trump, especially after his
Muslim ban that Tim Cook highly opposed and voiced in an open letter to his employees (rousing up the troops responsible for
things as mundane as, say, Apple’s censorship policies)? According to a November 20, 2019, article in The Verge:
[Apple] entered 2017 with more than $230 billion in offshore holdings, waiting for a Republican
president to lower corporate taxes so it could be brought into the US at a substantially lower rate.
At the same time, Trump’s trade war with China could have had devastating consequences for
Apple, which relies more on Chinese manufacturing than any other US tech company.

So, could it be that Apple aligns with Democrats on social justice causes, but aligns with Republicans on company growth
objectives? The answer is no, and here is why. Beyond the advantages of bringing back massive quantities of overseas capital at
low tax rates, Apple still has the weak underbelly problem: the company doesn’t want to stir up a hornets nest in China that
could affect Apple’s stellar growth, made possible by Chinese sweatshops and access to its vast consumer market. Apple, along
with other American corporations (e.g. NBA) that benefit from having good, neighborly relations with China, is hesitant to criticize
China openly.
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From an American foreign policy perspective, a Pew Research Center
study (July 30, 2020) found that more Republicans preferred a
tougher policy on China than Democrats. Interestingly, Democrats
(78%) outpaced Republicans (70%) in the view that economic
relations could be sacrificed with China for human rights violations,
suggesting a fine line when “going all in” with the Democrats. Yet,
clearly, Republicans pose the greater political threat to provoking
China, which Donald Trump is beginning to show in ramped up
rhetoric and early sanctions as this piece is being written, who could
retaliate against US corporations on Chinese soil.
There are two parallel paths to keeping the hornets’ nest
passive, both of which must be simultaneously addressed: (1) steer the US government toward a pacifist role toward China and
to ignore China’s global behavior when it runs contrary to America’s democratic principles and national security (e.g. Hong Kong,
Covid, labor violations, censorship, spying, IP theft) and strategic interests (Taiwan, North China Sea), and (2) temper anti-China
propaganda inside the United States that could pressure the American government to take action against China if it becomes a
voter issue (the fewer who know, the less pertinent the issue will
become). The first path is achieved through political influence of both
political parties. The second path is achieved through forms of
censorship. In Apple’s case, that would translate to finding ways to limit
anti-China dialogue on its platforms.
Since true Democrats and true Republicans are mostly dug in on their
positions on the major issues of the day, the majority from each side
relies on the mainstream media (traditional mass media such as
television and newspapers) to validate and reinforce those positions: for
Republicans (Fox News); for Democrats (ABC, CBS, NBC, MSNBC, CNN).
How the propaganda messages are formed on both sides yield quite
different results on how the American public views China as a whole.
According to Pew Research (see chart), 83% of Republicans say they
have an unfavorable opinion of China while 68% falls on the Democrat side. Thus, the liberal-progressive media is positioning
China more favorably than the conservative media, so companies like Apple, with high stakes in China and a lot of smart people
making the important strategic decisions there, will be supportive of the media content most Democrats are exposed to and less
inclined to support the ideas and opinions held by conservative mainstream media. In fact, the fewer Americans exposed to
conservative media and Trump’s attacks and sanctions on China, the better for Apple.
In conclusion, the symbiotic relationship between the Democrats and Apple greatly benefits each entity. Apple acts as an activist
that supports progressive causes dear to the Democrats, contributes to Democrat causes and elections, and manages internet
traffic and censorship on iOS platforms, while the Democrats ensure that anti-China propaganda is contained through their
mainstream media arm and Congress blocks any legislation unfavorable to China. In fact, the word “China” was not mentioned
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once at the recently terminated (August 17-20, 2020) Democrat National Convention by any notable Democratic politician, as
further evidence of the Democrats protecting China in support of their favorite corporate lobbyists such as Apple, Inc. With big
tech in charge of what gets seen, heard and said across the internet, any American platform company, such as Apple, who is
reliant on China for much of its growth will stretch legal interpretations (e.g. section 230) that limit speech unfavorable to
China—whether how search results are returned to denying and de-platforming unfavorable applications like news outlets,
podcasts and games, while simultaneously promoting pro-China ones.

Globalism - The Rise of Authoritarianism
The internet still has an amazing richness of conservative thought that is broad and diverse in opinion. It is the way that
democracies must operate in order to thrive. Yet, those outlets are under constant attack, with constantly moving goal posts of
what acceptable speech is and what it is not—and it is almost never favorable to conservatives.
For the globalists inside the Democrat party, big tech has become a gold mine of potential voter manipulation. Through
duopolistic companies like Apple and Google, the capacity to reach, message and coordinate diverse populations with universal
messages and propaganda over the internet is becoming a reality. Information is becoming more
centralized, controlled and managed by fewer players, who also gather personal
information on every single one of its users through the operating systems and the
applications that run on them. Through algorithms, machine learning and artificial intelligence, the slicing and

dicing of behavioral prediction models (“big data”) grow more sophisticated every day. These models gather data on your buying
preferences, what you read and watch, which recreational activities you like, what entertainers you follow, where you are at a
certain time of day, which events you attend, how many steps you take in a day, and even how to visually identify you. They
even might spy on you by enabling your camera and microphone. Once these models have your basic profile, they essentially
know who you are, continuing to gather and refine that profile over time with more date collected. Why should that concern us?
Manipulating our choices by understanding our patterns and human weaknesses, and presenting narrow viewpoints or even
subliminal messages, whether recommending what pants to purchase or which political candidate to vote for, is a growing
concern for those wishing to preserve our individual freedoms and our democratic institutions. This treasure trove of
voter profiles, along with the capacity to develop tools to manage and manipulate
our political choices by selectively pandering to our emotions, wants and desires, is
why powerful political entities will do anything to gain access to the big tech
companies, entities, of course, except the Republican Party, that has arrived late to the party. The danger of “big data” is

a topic that concerns all of us (just ask the European Community) and requires its own brief to better understand the
implications of sharing our personal information and personal choices could fall into the hands of the political establishment.
Not all is bleak, quite yet. A growing awareness of the big tech censorship problem is beginning to bud in conservative
circles—and President Trump is starting to take action on the censorship abuses occurring in the big tech sphere under the
protections of section 230 laws. According to a Fox News article (May 29, 2020):
Earlier this week, [President] Trump announced he would introduce legislation – by executive
order – that would diminish a law that ultimately protects Internet companies and social media
conglomerates such as Twitter and Facebook from statutory liability protections, and would cut
federal funding for tech companies that engage in censorship and political conduct.
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Recommendations Moving Forward
The purpose of my writing this brief is to sound a very loud alarm to the average American conservative. I try to connect the
dots in Apple’s behavior under Tim Cook in order to raise awareness in the conservative community by building a case that
companies like Apple and Google, left to their own devices, and willing to conspire with forces unfriendly to the United States, or
the liberal and progressive opportunists inside this country who are willing to violate our constitution if it is advantageous to
their hold on power, have become our global masters, and who pose dangerous threats to our freedoms. The 2020 election for
the presidency and for Congressional seats will either steer the country toward furthering the liberal-progressive grip on
institutions like the mainstream media, big tech and the judicial system that will exacerbate the silencing of conservative voices
(in the case of a Democrat landslide), or the opposite can happen if Republicans win big: Congress finally clamps down on big
tech companies. Here are a few recommendations that I would like to be put forward at this time as an American citizen who
wishes to protect and to strengthen our 1st Amendment rights in the digital media space:
















Break apart the Apple and Google duopoly through anti-trust litigation; allow third-party O/S providers access rights to
Apple design specifications and programming descriptions sufficient to produce compatible O/S software packages on all
iOS devices; grant Apple licenses to third-party O/S providers to install their software onto Apple mobile devices to add
O/S diversity, to limit content bias and to promote greater competition.
Introduce higher tariffs on Apple products produced in China
Eliminate section 230 protections to enable class actions for any software platform that violates 1st Amendment rights
by establishing any corporate proprietary censorship policy that falls outside the sphere of 1st Amendment freedoms
Implement heavy federal penalties and tightened data privacy laws to prohibit data mining of user internet activity that
is designed specifically to influence and bias voter choices during elections
Guarantee that O/S companies cannot ban, de-platform or censor, in any way, content per 1st Amendment rights
Eliminate all barriers to free speech that fall in the framework of the 1st Amendment**
Place the burden of proof on any censoring entity (not the content deliverer) that acceptable federal guidelines were
met when removing material
Require all platforms and publishers to state clearly on their landing or home pages their classification (platform,
publisher, or other category)
Require internet companies to continually develop and deploy new tools that encourage and enhance greater plurality
and diversity of views rather than constrain and limit them
Re-design search tools that reduce mainstream media predominance in search results based on trending. If half the
country votes Democrat and half Republican, then the distribution of news stories must better fit that profile—not
90% liberal-progressive stories trending due to the dominance of those views held by the mainstream media, which
does not fairly represent the voting distribution
Ensure that all 3rd-party content meets federal censorship standards
Provide quarterly evidence of corporate self-enforcement on censorship
Participate in government audits on censorship performance
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** keep hands off of the 1 amendment; if one looks at the major cable news networks (CNN, MSNBC, Fox) of today, their content
would break most every single social media policy for either hate speech, misinformation or public safety. One only need look at
how both sides of the political aisle repack facts into fiction. Even through their silence, dangerous elements in society can take
that cue as a green light to continue burning down shops, attacking police, looting and murder. No one governs the media’s
speech as one side’s hate speech is another side’s call to justice. We all work around free speech obstacles, whether using codes,
slang, gibberish or silence to convey a message, whether peaceful or hateful. Allow society to self-regulate itself and call out those
st
who abuse 1 amendment privileges. Censorship should only be considered when innocent children less than a certain age can be
affected negatively as they develop, with the proper shields to deny this exposure, or public safety threats (Allow law enforcement,
through the assistance of big tech to gather public and, when necessary, court-ordered, data of possible domestic and foreign
terrorism). Other than that, we cannot attach any caveats to free speech to ensure that every side has an equal opportunity to
express their viewpoint.

1984 Redux
Time is running out for the Republican Party, which has either been asleep at the wheel or complicit in the big tech power grab
by looking the other way. Conservatives have had a close up view of the BLM street movement that has brought America to its
knees, flamed by a mainstream media in collusion with the Democrats to sell a false narrative (George Floyd; see body cam
footage). Big Tech, if continued to be cradled in the wrong arms, will guarantee a further weakening, and the eventual downfall,
of the Republican Party by the next decade, if not earlier—conservatives will lose their collective voice.
We’ll close this brief with a final thought. Recall Apple’s unforgettable Super Bowl ad for McIntosh from 1984 depicting an
Orwellian planet with human sheep walking to the same tune of a single voice, and the courageous runner launching a sledge
hammer into a mega screen as transfixed listeners are watching and listening, mindlessly, to their leader’s message, symbolizing
freeing the mind from groupthink and towards individuality. Obviously, Apple’s message was for PC users to switch over to the
uniquely different Mac.
But, fast forward to 2020 and Apple, along with Google, Facebook, Twitter, Netflix and many other big tech platforms, are doing
whatever it can to focus us on the messages of the left through censorship and distortion of conservative viewpoints. Such
collusion aids and promotes the intolerant ideas of the liberal-progressive agenda, including the use of censorship and cancel
culture, when necessary, leveraging its power in the mobile platform space to silence the voices of nearly half the American
population. Apple has shown us the extent of how far
it is willing to go to crush “human dignity” in China,
and the question arises: can they do it here in the
United States as well given the right puppet master?
The Apple of 1984, the deliverer of the “think
different” message, the Steve Jobs message, no longer
exists. The Apple of 2020, having now fallen from the
tree of life and rotting on the ground, has a new
message, the Tim Cook message: “think like us.” Apple
has become the IBM that they so vividly told us to break free from in 1984. Now, we have come full circle and it is Apple who
is giving us its intolerant, virtue-signaling, hypocritical and insulated message of progressivism perched high up on the screen.
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With Americans having no real options beyond iOS and Android to exchange views on important issues, the country has
unleashed something unprecedented—and dangerous to the liberty of free speech in the United States and in the world.
If Apple was to make its next Super Bowl commercial, what might it look like? As we all look up to the screen, there is no
runner appearing down the corridor to save humanity. The hall is silent. The voices are silenced. There is no smashing of the
television screen. And we are no more. How far this tech giant has fallen…
Apple 1984 Super Bowl Commercial for McIntosh - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zfqw8nhUwA

